Application of computer-based expert systems to diagnostic medical problems has been described in many areas including clinical diagnosis and radiology. Expert systems are computer programs that contain encoded expert knowledge to provide expert advice. A modified observer-performance study was done comparing the efficacy of the Radiology Image Interpretation System (RIIS), ah expert system that diagnoses focal bone abnormalities, and radiology residents on a known set of 44 abnormal and 10 normal cases. Modified receiver operating characteristic curves for four inexperienced residents, five experienced residents, and RIIS were generated using the set of known radiographs. The true-positive rates of RIIS and the residents at false-positive rates of 0.05, 0.15, and 0.20 were estimated using the modified receiver operating characteristics curve and were compared using a paired t test. On the average, the RIIS system was less accurate when compared with experienced and inexperienced residents but the difference was only significant for experienced residents at a false-positive rate of 0.05. RIIS performed better than inexperienced residents when RIIS was used by experienced residents but this difference was not significant.
Lodwick et al 4 produced a program for computer-aided diagnosis of primary bone tumors using an approach based on Bayes' formula of inverse probability. This type of program can estimate conditional probabilities, but may not be as useful asa cognitive aid as expert systems. A probability matrix was estimated using a large number of known cases. This program correctly predicted the pathological diagnosis in 77% of selected cases taken from the group on which the conditional probability matrix was based. 4 RIIS was developed to study the application of expert systems to diagnosing bone tumors and other focal bone abnormalities. Knowledge is encoded in Radiology Image Interpretation System (RIIS) in two ways: (1) "if-then" rules and (2) a knowledge base of diseases and findings associated with those diseases. The "if-then" rules are used to make conclusions from specific information. When the "IF" portion of the rule is true then RIIS will conclude that the "THEN" portion of the rule is also true. Multiple "if-then" rules can be concluded sequentiaUy allowing complex analysis and decisions.
The disease knowledge base contains 45 diseases or disease variants with 60 findings associated with each disease. The set of 60 findings were findings considered important in diagnosing focal bone abnormalities by radiologists with extensive experience with primary and secondary bone tumors. All findings were considered independent. Each finding for each disease is given a relative frequency and relative predictive value. The relative frequency is used to estimate how often that finding occurs with that disease. The relative predictive value is used to estimate how much that finding predicts that disease is present. The relative frequencies and relative predictive values were determined by review of standard radiographic textbooks. This approach is modeled after the Internist program. 5 Table 1 shows the findings, relative frequencies and relative predictive values for chondrosarcoma that are contained in RIIS.
RIIS interactively questions the physician A matching approach using the disease know]-edge base and the [ist of radiographic findings is used to rate the re[ative likelihood of each disease. The relative likelihood of each disease is calculated according to the following rules: 1) a finding present in the radiograph and with a high predictive va[ue for that disease increases the likelihood of that disease; 2) a finding present in the radiograph but not or rarely occurring in a disease decreases the likelihood of that disease if the predictive value is low; 3) a finding that is not present in the radiograph but occurs frequently in a disease decreases the likelihood of that disease. The sum of the above possibilities for each finding for one disease is the relative likelihood of that disease. Calculation of the relative likelihood of the osteosarcoma shown in Fig lA is illustrated in Table 2 .
Diseases are then put in order according to their re[ative likelihoods. At present RIIS is limited to interpretation of focal bone abnormalities. RIIS contains 45 diseases or disease variants in its disease knowledge base.
The program runs on an IBM (White Plains, NY) compatible personal computer. It was constructed using an expert system shel[, Person- nel Consultant Plus (Texas Instruments, Austin, TX), and PC-Scheme (Texas Instruments, Austin, TX).
The advantages of observer performance studies using receiver-operating characteristics (ROC) analysis for medical imaging have been clearly established. 6' 7 The application of observer-performance studies to expert systems has been limited. 8 Standard ROC analysis is used to measure the performance in detection of the presence of absence of one signal in an image. This type of analysis does not model the clinical situation of diagnosing bone tumors when a major problem is differentiating multiple diagnostic possibilities. In this clinical situation, which involves detection, localization, and classification, joint ROC curves and a modified ROC analysis comparing the performance at specific points on the joint ROC curve is suggested by Swets and Pickett 9 as the areas under the ROC curves are not directly comparable. Several types of errors can occur in this clinical situation: One may perceive an abnormality on a normal film, may incorrectly identify an abnormality, may fail to identify an abnormality, or may incorrectly localize an abnormality. This study compared RIIS, experienced radiology residents, and inexperienced radiology residents in the diagnosis of focal bone abnormalities using a modified ROC analysis.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Forty four cases of known focal bone lesions and 10 normal cases were reproduced as black and white prints. The type of abnormalities included a wide variety of skeletal tumors. Table 3 The reproductions were used as test cases for RIIS and the radiology residents. The abnormal cases were selected from the Cleveland Clinic Teaching File and each hada known pathological diagnosis or were considered diagnostic of the disease by an experienced radiologist. The normals were selected from routine clinical exams considered normal by an experienced radiologist.
Five residents or fellows with at least 3 years of radiology training were the experienced residents. Four residents with less than 1 year of training were the inexperienced residents. The residents first select their own differential diagnosis of a case from a list of 34 diagnostic possibilities including normal. Each diagnosis was selected with a confidence level from 0 to 100 in increments of 10 (0, definitely not the diagnosis; 100, definitely the diagnosis).
RIIS was then used by the same resident and RIIS produced a differential diagnosis for the same case. RIIS interactively questioned the resident concerning the findings on the unknown radiograph and produced a list of the most likely diagnoses. The relative likelihood scale used by RIIS was not limited to the 0 to 100 range. The diagnostic likelihood estimate by RIIS was independent of the diagnostic ratings made by the residents. The resident's diagnoses as well as RIIS' diagnoses were automatically saved. Second- ary to time limitations not all residents read all the films. Residents were encouraged to work through the films in the same sequence. Decisions for each possible diagnosis were clarified in four alternatives according to the relative likelihood and confidence estimates: (1) true-positive decision, decision is the true-positive or pathological diagnosis; (2) false-positive decision, decision is not the true-positive or pathological diagnosis; (3) true-negative decision, decision that is not the true-positive or pathological diagnosis is correctly avoided; and (4) false-negative decision, the true-positive or pathological diagnosis is not made. 8 Observed ROC curves were constructed by calculating the true-positive rates (total true-positive diagnoses/[total true-positive diagnoses + total false-negative diagnoses] and false-positive rates [total false-positive diagnoses/total falsepositive diagnoses + total true-negative diagnoses]) for RIIS and the residents using the confidence ratings and rclative likelihoods. Fitted joint ROC curves were obtained separately for each reader and method from a least squares regression of the normal deviate of the true-positive rate on the normal deviate of the false-positive rate. The maximum likelihood method of Dorfman and Alf ~ was not used because the criteria for this method was not strictly satisfied. The true-positive rates at false-positive rates of 0.05, 0.15, and 0.2 were calculated from the fitted ROC curves. These true-positive rates were then compared using either a paired t test or a two-sample t test, depending on whether the test was comparing methods within the same set of residents or different groups of residents, respectively.
RESULTS
The observr ROC curros aro shown in Figs 2 and 3. In general RHS did not perform as wr as the resJdents but this was not a]ways the case. RHS performed br than resident number 15, an inexperienced resident, as can be see in Fig 2 . Table 4 shows the average true-positive rates for the residents and RIIS at false-positive rates of 0.05, 0.15, and 0.2 along with differences and standard deviations. On the average, RIIS did not perform as well as experienced or inexperienced residents. This difference between the residents and RIIS was only significant for experienced residents at a 0.05 false-positive rate using a paired t test. The performance of RIIS with image descriptions by experienced residents was better than the performance of inexperienced residents but this difference was not significant (Table 5 ). Experienced residents also outperformed inexperienced residents and this difference was significant at a falso-positivo rato of 0.05 (Table 6 ). RIIS when using image descriptions from experienced residents outperformed RIIS when using image descriptions from inexperienced residents, and this difference was significant at a false-positive rato of 0.05 (Table 7) .
DISCUSSlON
Computer-based medical expert systems have been described in many areas but only a few of these systems have been evaluated for accu- racy. 11 As these expert systems become more numerous and available for use by physicians it is important that these systems be evaluated for efficacy. This study demonstrated the successful use of a modified ROC analysis for testing a radiologic expert system. This modified or joint ROC analysis required the observer to classify the abnormality into a limited number of predefined categories or diagnoses. The use of a modified ROC analysis allowed the comparison of residents and RIIS, the expert system, over a range of false-positive values in an environment closely modeling the clinical environment. This is important as performance may be significantly different at different false-positive rates. This type of analysis also has the advantage of standardizing the evaluation of radiologic expert systems in a manner similar to other observer-performance imaging studies.
This modified ROC analysis of radiologic expert systems has the same disadvantages of all ROC studies including large number of observers needed, selection of number and type of cases, and several others. 7 This study does not take into account sample variability in the type of bone tumors used. However, an attempt was made to include many different types of tumors and different appearances of the same tumors. We feel that this type of modified ROC analysis of medical expert systems is a valuable tool in evaluating these systems.
This study demonstrated that RIIS, a prototype expert image interpretation system, on the average performed similar to inexperienced residents and only slightly worse than experienced residents given the variability among residents. We consider these results very encouraging for the future prospects of expert systems in radiology as there are several enhancements that could be made to RIIS that should improve its performance. These enhancements could include extension of the disease knowledge base to account for disease variation, more accurate estimates of relative frequencies and predictive values, inclusion of new rules to make better decisions concerning the categories of disease, and the inclusion of a case data base to allow the program to learn from previous known cases.
Studies such as this one that evaluate expert system's performance must be done before an expert system can be used in clinical practice. After performance of the expert system alone has been evaluated, as was done in this study, a further important study would be to test whether a radiologist's performance improved with the use of an expert system. This type of evaluation was not done in this study. Such a study could potentially answer the important question of whether or not expert systems could improve the quality of care provided by radiologists.
Comparison of this study with a study done on the program made by Lodwick 4 is difficult. An analysis of Lodwick's program demonstrated that a general radiologist with the help of Lodwick's program performed better than a different general radiologist without the program's help. 12 The present study and the previous study of Lodwick's program did not test The fact that RIIS was capable of better performance when used by experienced residents than when used by inexperienced residents shows that the performance of RIIS with inexperienced users could be improved if an "accurate" description could be obtained from them. Future expert image interpretation systems need to account for variations in the users ability to "accurately" describe the important findings. This could be accomplished by direct input of the image, modification of the expert system by experience level, and user-specific knowledge bases.
